MAKE SURE YOU BRING THIS PAGE AS YOU NEED IT TO ENTER THE PARKING LOT
DRIVING INSTRUCTIONS

Before you start…
Make sure you have proper snow tires or chains. You will not be able to cross the mountains without s now
tires, as there are checks on the way. If you rent a car, make sure it has snow tires.

Get your Navi set…
There are several ways to get your car navi set for your stay at TwinTips Apartment.
The easiest is to select phone and enter 025-783-5166. Then select
ツインタワand you’re set to go.
If that doesn’t work, choose address Niigata-ken (新潟
), then Minami-Uonuma-shi ( 南魚沼
市)
then Ishiushi (石
) followed by 986-2.
The third option is to search by name (50 ) and write “

ついんたわー”. Hit go and select “

ツインタワー石打”.

Just in case all above fails or your Navi blows up, here are some instructions from Tokyo.

From Hiroo:
Take Tengenji entrance of the expressway towards kita-ikebukuro, follow the signs for the kanetsu expressway.
At the Gaikan, veer left and then take a left towards oizumi (the start of the kanetsu expressway). Take exit 16
on the kanetsu expressway (Yuzawa). At the first intersection take a right on route 17, travel approx. 4km and
you will see a sign with a hot air balloon on the left hand side of the road, turn left there (this sign creeps up on
you and can be hard to see when there is lots of snow, so drive slow) Twin Tower Ishiuchi is at the top of this road.

From Yoyogi/Shibuya:
Take the Tomigaya entrance on yamate-dori towards kita-ikebukuro, follow the signs for the kanetsu expressway.
At the Gaikan, veer left and then take a left towards oizumi (the start of the kanetsu expressway). Take exit 16
on the kanetsu expressway (Yuzawa). At the first intersection take a right on route 17, travel approx. 4km and
you will see a sign with a hot air balloon on the left hand side of the road, turn left there (this sign creeps up on
you and can be hard to see when there is lots of snow, so drive slow) Twin Tower Ishiuchi is at the top of this road.

Entering the parking lot
Show the parking guard the TwinTips sign attached to get access to the parking lot. When you anter the carpark, take a ticket from the machine and take it with you to reception on the first floor, for validation for the total
length of stay. Parking for TwinTips guests cost ¥1,000 per 24 hours. Payment is made by purchasing daily
amount tickets from the vending machine at the reception front desk. Once you have validated your ticket you
can enter and exit the parking lot as you like.

